
PS315



PS315 Format saw

■ Heavy duty dimensioning saw with large capacity

■ Bearing design which gives a very fine cut

■ Cast iron chassis

■ Sturdy sliding table mounted on the cast iron chassis

Standard equipped



The PS315 is a well balanced precision saw with a large capacity, with its solid cast
iron table and wide sliding carriage you can get high accuracy and repeatability.

Because the sliding carriage is very robust you can fit a side table on to the side
carriage but do not require any out riggers, keeping the footprint of the saw
reasonable. The heavy duty chassis holds the saw mechanism ridged giving a
vibration free operation and good quality of cut.

With a depth of cut of 102 mm and tilting head to forty five degrees combined with
a large rip capacity makes this saw Ideal for the professional. There is an optional
Suva guard that can be fitted at a reasonable cost.

The standard equipment are:
Chip extractor connection 100 mm
Saw blade guard mounted on the riving knife
Extension table for sliding table B 350 mm x L 500 mm
Extension table for main table, out-feed, B150 mm x L 500 mm
Rip fence  with micro adjustment
Mitre fence with serial stop, L 1100 mm
Combi saw blade



Accessories
Accessories
SUVA guard
Extension tables for the rip fence 440 x 900 mm
Extra extension table for sliding table 500 x 350 mm
Clamping device for sliding table
Saw blades
Shorter sliding table, 1100 mm

Technical data
Saw height 103 mm
Spindle diameter, standard 30 mm
Saw blade diameter 315 mm
Spindle speed 4400 rpm
Tilting saw blade 0-45 deg

Motor
Motor power, 3-phase 3 kW (4 Hp)
Motor power, 1-phase 2,2 kW (3 Hp)

Dimensions
Length between 
saw blade and rip fence 800 mm
Sliding table length 1100, 1250 mm
Sliding table width 350 mm
Sliding length 1085, 1235 mm
Table length 900 mm
Table width, total 750 mm
Extension table 
on sliding table, L x W 500 x 350 mm
Table height 850 mm
Weight 295 kg

www.moretens.com Made in Sweden

Moretens’ Swedish manufacturing plant.
All the Moretens range is produced to the highest quality standards

Innovative
woodworking machinery

MOReTENs have been manufacturing woodworking machinery in
Sweden for over 25 years. The innovative design of our machines
is shaped by our customers’ needs, bringing them cost effective
solutions and unique advantages.


